
Sequencing DNA 



Human Whole Genome Sequencing 

•  Initial Ref Sequence $300 million and took about a decade. 
(Draft reported in 2001) 

•  Craig Venter’s Genome for ~$10 million. (Pub Oct 2007). 
•  Yoruban from Nigeria in 8 weeks for $250,000.  Approx. 30X 

coverage. (Pub Nov. 2008) 
•  Han Chinese in 8 weeks for ~$500,000 at approx. 36X 

coverage. 
•  Korean Individual at 27.8X (Pub July 2009). 
•  Female patient with AML. Sequenced normal and tumor from 

same patient.  98 full runs on GAI for tumor DNA and 34 full 
runs for normal skin cell DNA. ~1.5 years to compete both 
genomes. 

•  As of January 2012 a human genome can be sequenced for 
about $5,000 at an average read depth of 30X in 10 days 



Applications 
•  Whole Genome Sequencing 
•  Exome Sequencing 
•  Targeted Genomic Sequencing 
•  Chromatin-IP-Sequencing 
•  DNAse I Hypersensitivity Sequencing 
•  Methyl-Seq (RRBS, MeDIP, etc) 
•  Microbiome Sequencing 
•  Metagenomics 



Genomic Sequence of the AML 
Genome: The Numbers 



AML:Comparisons 



SureSelect Exome Capture 



Disease Genes Discovered by Direct Whole Exome 
Sequencing* 

Gene	  Iden'fied	   Disease/Syndrome	   Reference	  

MYH3 Freeman-Sheldon Syndrome Ng SB, et al. 2009. Nature 462 
SLC26A3 Bartter Syndrome Choi M, et al. 2009 PNAS 106(45) 

DHODH Miller Syndrome Ng SB, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 42(1). 

FLVCR2 Fowler Syndrome Lalonde, E. et al. 2010 Hum Mutat 31(8). 

FLNA Terminal Osseous Dysplasia (TOD) Sun Y., et al. 2010 Am J. Hum Genet 87(1). 

GPSM2 Nonsyndromic Hearling Loss (DFNB82) Walsh, T. et al. 2010 Am J. Hum Genet 87(1). 

HSD17B4 Perrault Syndrome/DBP Pierce SB, et al. 2010 Am J. Hum Genet 87(2). 

MLL2 Kabuki Syndrome Ng SB, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 42(9). 

ABCG5 Hypercholesterolemia Rios J., et al. 2010 Hum Mol Genet 19(22). 

WDR62 Brain Malformations Bilguvar K, et al. 2010 Nature 467(7312). 

PIGV Hyperphosphatasia Mental Retardation (HPMR) Krawitz PM, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 42(10) 

WDR35 Sensenbrenner Syndrome Gilissen C, et al. 2010Am J Hum Genet 87(3). 

SDCCAG8 Nephromophthisis-related Ciliopathies Otto EA, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 42(10). 

STIM1 Kaposi Sarcoma Byn M, et al. 2010 J Exp Med 207(11). 

SCARF2 Van Den Ende-Gupta Syndrome Anastasio N. et al. 2010 Am J Hum Genet 87(4). 

C20orf54 Brown-Vialetto-Van Laere Syndrome Green P, et al. 2010 Am J Hum Genet 86(3). 

MASP1 Carnevale, Malpuech, OSA and Michels Syndromes Sirmaci A, at al. 2010 Am J Hum Genet 87(5). 

ABCC8 Neonatal Diabetes Mellitus Bonnefond A, et al. 2010 PLoS One 5(10). 

BAP-1 Metastasizing Uveal Melanomas Harbour JW, et al. 2010 Science Nov 4 Epub. 

ACAD9 Complex I Deficiency Haack TB, et al. 2010 Nat Genet Nov 7 Epub. 

DYNC1H1 Mental Retardation Vissers LELM, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 10.1038/ng.712 

RAB39A Mental Retardation Vissers LELM, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 10.1038/ng.712 

YY1 Mental Retardation Vissers LELM, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 10.1038/ng.712 

DEAF1 Mental Retardation Vissers LELM, et al. 2010 Nat Genet 10.1038/ng.712 
*As of 23 Nov. 2010 



Exome Capture-PIK3Ca 

Courtesy of P. Buckhaults 



Targeted Re-sequencing 

The ability to capture specific sequences in the genome 

Microarrays 
Long range PCR 
Solution capture on Biotin labeled oligos 
HaloPlex 



Gene	   Chromosome	   Start	   End	  

BRCA1	   17	   41,186,313	   41,347,712	  

BRCA2	   13	   32,879,617	   32,983,809	  

CHEK2	   22	   29,073,731	   29,147,822	  

PALB2	   16	   23,604,483	   23,662,678	  

BRIP1	   17	   59,759,985	   59,940,755	  

p53	   17	   7,561,720	   7,600,863	  

PTEN	   10	   89,613,195	   89,738,532	  

STK11	   19	   1,195,798	   1,238,434	  

CDH1	   16	   68,761,195	   68,879,444	  

ATM	   11	   108,083,559	   108,249,826	  

BARD1	   2	   215,583,275	   215,684,428	  

MLH1	   3	   37,024,979	   37,102,337	  

MRE11	   11	   94,140,467	   94,237,040	  

MSH2	   2	   47,620,263	   47,720,360	  

MSH6	   2	   48,000,221	   48,044,092	  

MUTYH	   1	   45,784,914	   45,816,142	  

NBN	   8	   90,935,565	   91,006,899	  

PMS1	   2	   190,638,811	   190,752,355	  

PMS2	   7	   6,002,870	   6,058,737	  

RAD50	   5	   131,882,630	   131,989,595	  

RAD51C	   17	   56,759,963	   56,821,692	  

Genomic Capture of Breast Cancer 
Relevant Genes Followed by Next-Gen  
Sequencing. 

Walsh T et al. PNAS 2010;107:12629-12633 



ChIP-Seq 
Johnson et al., Science 316:1497 (2007) 



ChIP-Seq 

Johnson et al., Science 316:1497 (2007) 



Methylation profiling 

•  Whole genome bisulfite sequencing 
•  MeDIP (Methylated DNA-IP) 
•  Reduced Representational Bisulfite Sequencing 
•  Specific Capture methods 



Cytosine to 5-Methylcytosine to Thymine conversion 

Cytosine 5-Methylcytosine 

5-Methylcytosine Thymine 



MeDIP-Seq 
Johnson et al., Science 316:1497 (2007) 



Resource

The NIH Human Microbiome Project
The NIH HMP Working Group1

The Human Microbiome Project (HMP), funded as an initiative of the NIH Roadmap for Biomedical Research (http://
nihroadmap.nih.gov), is a multi-component community resource. The goals of the HMP are: (1) to take advantage of new,
high-throughput technologies to characterize the human microbiome more fully by studying samples frommultiple body
sites from each of at least 250 ‘‘normal’’ volunteers; (2) to determine whether there are associations between changes in the
microbiome and health/disease by studying several different medical conditions; and (3) to provide both a standardized
data resource and new technological approaches to enable such studies to be undertaken broadly in the scientific com-
munity. The ethical, legal, and social implications of such research are being systematically studied as well. The ultimate
objective of the HMP is to demonstrate that there are opportunities to improve human health through monitoring or
manipulation of the human microbiome. The history and implementation of this new program are described here.

It has been known for some time that the humanbody is inhabited
by at least 10 times more bacteria than the number of human cells
in the body, and that themajority of those bacteria are found in the
human gastrointestinal tract (Savage 1977). Throughout the his-
tory of microbiology, most human studies have focused on the
disease-causing organisms found on or in people; fewer studies
have examined the benefits of the resident bacteria. As noted in
reviews by Relman and Falkow (2001) and Relman (2002), the
endogenous flora of the human body are poorly understood. Fol-
lowing the publication of the human genome sequence in 2001
(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001;
Venter et al. 2001), Julian Davies argued that although completing
the human genome sequence was a ‘‘crowning achievement’’ in
biology, it would be incomplete until the synergistic activities be-
tween humans andmicrobes living in and on them are understood
(Davies 2001). Relman and Falkow (2001) called for a ‘‘second
human genome project’’ that ‘‘would entail a comprehensive in-
ventory of microbial genes and genomes at the four major sites of
microbial colonization in the human body: mouth, gut, vagina,
and skin.’’ Relman (2002) envisioned that the ‘‘characterization of
themicrobiomewould be accomplished through random shotgun
sequencing procedures, targeted large-insert clone sequencing,
and assessments of intra- and inter-individual variation by using
high-density microarrays.’’ This approach, coupled with a ‘‘study
of host genome-wide expression analysis,’’ would yield major
‘‘insights into the role of the endogenous flora in health and
disease.’’

Scientific background
The concept of the human microbiome was first suggested by
Joshua Lederberg, who coined the term ‘‘microbiome, to signify
the ecological community of commensal, symbiotic, and path-
ogenic microorganisms that literally share our body space’’
(Lederberg and McCray 2001). Initial efforts to determine the
numbers of microbes in a community and their phylogenetic re-
lationships comprised analyzing the relatively well-conserved 16S
rRNA genes in mixtures of organisms (Woese and Fox 1977; Stahl

et al. 1984; Woese and Olsen 1986; Giovannoni et al. 1990;
Schmidt et al. 1991; Dymock et al. 1996). Much of our un-
derstanding of the human microbiome comes from culture-based
approaches using the 16S rRNA technology. However, it is esti-
mated that as much as 20% to 60% of the human-associated
microbiome, depending on body site, is uncultivable (Pei et al.
2004; Verhelst et al. 2004; Zhou et al. 2004; Aas et al. 2005; Bik et al.
2006), which has likely resulted in an underestimation of its di-
versity.

More recently, studies have been published that describe the
human microbiome in different biological states using the 16S
rRNA gene sequencing technique. For example, studies of the gut
microbiome at the 16S rRNA gene level have revealed a significant
diversity in the flora of individuals (Eckburg et al. 2005), have
shown differences in the flora of obese versus lean donors (Ley
et al. 2006), and have followed the evolution of themicrobiome in
infants (Palmer et al. 2007). Studies also have used the 16S rRNA
gene as ametagenomicmarker of themicrobiome in the oral cavity
(Faveri et al. 2008), vagina (Hyman et al. 2005), and skin (Gao et al.
2007).

Although enormously important in helping scientists define
evolutionary relationships among bacteria, there are limitations to
the 16S rRNA gene sequencing approach that have promptedmore
recent studies to examine the complexity of environmental sam-
ples by sequencing genomic libraries made from DNA extracted
directly from the mixed sample (Handelsman et al. 1998). This ap-
proach is called ‘‘metagenomics’’ and was initially applied in sev-
eral studies of environmental microbial communities (Handelsman
2004; Tyson et al. 2004; Tringe andRubin 2005; Nealson andVenter
2007).

Initiation of the HMP
The early studies examining themicrobiome stimulated interest in
undertaking a large-scale investigation of the human intestinal
microbiome. An international meeting was held in Paris in No-
vember 2005 to discuss such an effort. This meeting, hosted by the
French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA) and
chaired by Dusko Ehrlich, led to the recommendation that a Hu-
man Intestinal Metagenome Initiative (HIMI) be undertaken to
define more completely the human intestinal microbiome in
health and disease. Themeeting attendees also recommended that
an International Metagenome Consortium be formed to bring
together common efforts from around the world to accomplish
the goals of the HIMI (http://human-microbiome.org).

1A complete list of authors and affiliations appears at the end of
the paper, before the Acknowledgments section. See also, http://
nihroadmap.nih.gov/hmp/members.asp.
2Corresponding author.
E-mail jane_peterson@nih.gov; fax (301) 480-2770.
Article published online before print. Article and publication date are at
http://www.genome.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/gr.096651.109. Freely available
online through the Genome Research Open Access option.
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to a lesser extent the vagina, were subsequently made part of the
HMP reference bacterial genome sequencing effort. As theNIHHMP
got under way, it developed a process to solicit recommendations
from the research community for bacterial genomes to be se-
quenced. Four working groups to address the five body sites (the
gastrointestinal tract, the mouth, the vagina, the skin, and the
nasal cavity) were established with members from the microbio-
logical research community, the NIH, and the HMP Sequencing
Centers, to identify and recommend bacterial genomes to be se-
quenced. The list of sequencing projects under way and completed
can be found at http://www.hmpdacc.org/.

The umbrella protocol for recruitment of normal subjects was
agreed to through consultation with groups of experts in the five
body sites to be sampled (the GI tract, the mouth, the vagina, the
skin, and the nasal cavity), working along with experts in research
ethics and informed consent. The issue of whose samples to in-
clude in the ‘‘reference’’ microbiome resource was debated, and it
was acknowledged that it would not be realistic to obtain a sample
large enough or diverse enough to be truly representative of the
entire U.S. population. However, efforts were made to recruit
a sample that was reasonably diverse in terms of race, ethnicity,
and other demographic features.

The term ‘‘normal’’ rather than ‘‘healthy’’ is used in this study
to denote that in order to achieve an umbrella protocol, body site-
specific experts revised some of the exclusion criteria so that they
would no longer define the biology at the site as ‘‘healthy.’’ This
was done in order to reduce the number of exclusion criteria to
make it, in the clinicians’ opinion, possible to recruit volunteers.
There was concern that recruitment using a protocol calling for
volunteers who were ‘‘healthy’’ at each site (as defined by the
sample site experts) would have so many exclusion criteria that
recruitment would be very slow or impossible.

Special attentionwas paid to the informed consent process, so
that potential sample donors were adequately informed about the
benefits and risks associated with participation in a ‘‘community
resource’’ project. A template for an informed consent form was
developed and then adapted for use at the two centers where
sampling took place (Baylor College of Medicine and Washington
University; seehttp://hmpdacc.org/clinical.html for consent forms).
Particular attention was given in the consent process to inform-
ing donors about how their privacy would be protected and the
limitations of the available protections. Donors were informed
that themicrobiome data from the study of their samples would be

deposited in an open access database on the Internet, while any
humanDNAdata, and any personalmedical information collected
from them, would be in a controlled access database (dbGaP),
available only to human microbiome researchers approved by an
NIH Data Access Committee.

Progress to date includes recruitment and sampling of nearly
all of the 250 volunteers (approximately equal numbers of men
and women) with collection of a second sampling time point
started. The 16S rRNA gene sequencing of those samples is well
under way with completion of the samples from the first 18 vol-
unteers. The sequence data, from which contaminating human
DNA has been removed, have been submitted to the Trace Archive
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/home/); phenotypic data
for these individuals will be deposited at dbGAP (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=gap) in the near future once the
data structures are in place. In accomplishing these goals, the
Jumpstart investigators have developed a common set of sampling
and sequencing protocols, plus a set of rigorous standards and
quality-control guidelines, to ensure that the data from different
laboratories and from all sequencing platforms (including ‘‘next-
gen’’) are comparable and reliable (http://hmpdacc.org/sops.php).

One of the key efforts has been a set of experiments using
a reconstructed (‘‘mock’’) community to test the reliability of the
data from multiple sites and set standards for analyzing the
microbiome; the sequence data from the mock community have
been deposited in GenBank, and the results of these experiments
will be published elsewhere. A significant finding from the mock
community experiment has been the importance of benchmark-
ing data sets to each other to ensure data reliability and compa-
rability. For example, the initial sequence data from the mock
community experiments predicted a complexity far greater than
the true set of bacterial genomes present in the mock community
mixture. A series of follow-up experiments, for example, using new
and better tools to eliminate chimeras, removed the artifacts so
that the centers are now confident that their sequence data are
comparable and can be expected to reliably reflect community

Figure 2. HMP timeline.

Figure 3. Bacterial distribution by body site. This figure shows the
distribution by body site of bacteria that have been sequenced under the
HMP or are in the sequencing pipelines.

The Human Microbiome marker paper
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MSA after forward primer  



Microbiome at UAB 

The proportions of phylum Firmicutes and class Clostridia were significantly 
reduced in the diabetic group compared to the control group (P = 0.03). 
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